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METHODOLOGY

Discrimination against marginalized students is a

persistent problem in classrooms throughout the United

States (Garcia, 1984) that can influence classroom

relationships between minority students and White teachers.

Teachers can devastate teacher-student relationship

development by bringing cultural incompatibilities into the

classroom (Ornstein & Levine, 1990). White teachers may

have difficulty motivating and understanding minority

students due to differences in dialect and language, refusal

to accept the learning capabilities of working-class students,

and rejection of minority students’ lifestyle and culture.

Whites may bring cultural differences that cause many

classroom discipline problems for minority students.

The educational process in classrooms includes

verbal communication between students and teachers

(Borich, 1986; Good, 1983; Morganett, 1991; Rosenshine,

1983; Sava, 2002; Wassermann, 1992). Minority students

exhibit verbal and classroom behavior that White teachers

may consider offensive and counterproductive to the

educational process. Puerto Ricans make decisions jointly

where one person speaks and others join in and respond
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until a decision is made (Milburn, 2000). Black children

are inclined to talk back when motivated by what a teacher

says (Gay, 1975). Urban Black students argue for

recognition of unsuccessful efforts toward completing a

task (Gilbert & Gay, 1985). Blacks verbally communicate

by telling the truth or telling it like it is. Black communities

view truth-telling or telling-it-like-it-is verbal

communication as courageous, honest, and refusing-to-

compromise integrity. Anglo European cultures view this

communication process as confrontational (Shade et al.,

1997).

Confrontational minority student classroom

behavior can result from the perspectives minorities have

regarding learning. Involuntary minorities, such as Blacks,

are not willing to perform well in school due to difficulty in

crossing cultural lines (Ogbu, 1992). Mexican American

children attempt to learn collectively and maximize their

intellectual exchange and knowledge acquisition by

working together on assignments, which may result in

Mexican American students copying answers from each

other (Shade, 1997). “When Black students are forced to

separate only the cognitive component for use in the
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classroom, they feel that this is unnatural and find it

difficult to honor the teacher’s request” (Gilbert & Gay,

1985, p. 135). Before Black students begin a task, they may

look over the assignment in its entirety, rearrange their

posture and writing space, ask the teacher to repeat the

directions, check the perception of other neighboring

students, and check their pencils and paper (Gilbert & Gay,

1985). For Black students, these are necessary classroom

behaviors while teachers may perceive the students are

inattentive, disruptive, or not prepared, or attempting to

avoid completing the task (Gilbert & Gay, 1985). Blacks

learn question-and-answer sessions result when an adult is

angry with them, and this process may inhibit students from

classroom involvement (Bennett, 1997). When teachers

require only cognitive activities, Black students feel the

request is unnatural and have difficulty following the

teacher’s request, which results in frustration and

withdrawal for Black students (Gay, 1975). Blacks have a

low tolerance for monotonous or low-level activity, and

prefer and need a constant change of information coupled

with a variety of information (Boykin, 1979).
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Minority classroom behaviors could present

challenges for White teachers, which might result in

classroom discipline problems. Many discipline problems

improve when teachers and students develop positive

interactive relationships (Chappell & McCoy, 2003).

According to Kearney (1984), students and teachers who

are warm, compassionate, and friendly toward one another

in the classroom have the potential to improve instruction

and learning. Students are more likely to complete

assignments in classes where they feel accepted by the

teacher (Morganett, 1991). Acceptance and approval from

the teacher in a school setting may enhance student self-

esteem and self-evaluation (Sava, 2002).

Minority students and teachers at Sunny Shade

High School (SSHS) have relationship challenges that

devalue students and reject the culture they bring to the

school setting. After analyzing student discipline data, I

found that teacher-student interactions account for 70% of

the discipline referrals at SSHS (Sunny Shade High School,

2006). The SSHS teaching staff is 95% White, and the

student population is 93% minority. These racial dynamics

may be the source of the significant percentage discipline
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referrals, indicating that teacher and student interactions

need improvement. Therefore, the purpose of this

participatory action research project is to promote positive

racial teacher-student classroom relationships.


